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Based on the information above, what must happen for an allergic reaction to occur? A The allergy antibody
must attach itself to the mast cell. B Pollen in the air must trigger the production of disease-carrying
antibodies. C The allergy antibody must attack histamine. D The allergy-causing substance must attack
histamine. E The body must be unable to produce antibodies to fight off diseases. Questions 11 through 13
refer to the following information. Boats float and rocks sink in a lake. These characteristics are due to the
density of boats, rocks, and water. Density is the weight of a substance divided by the volume it occupies.
Different substances may have different densities. If equal volumes of two liquids have different weights, the
heavier liquid has a greater density. A liquid that is less dense than water will float on water, and a liquid that
is more dense than water will sink. What will happen if a drop of corn syrup is added to the glass containing
the three liquid layers of water, oil, and corn syrup? A The drop of corn syrup will float on the top layer. B
The drop will pass through the oil and water and mix with the corn-syrup layer. C The drop will be trapped
between the water and oil layers. D The drop will mix with the oil layer. E The drop will sink to the very
bottom of the glass. Medical laboratories often need to separate blood into its three main parts. This separation
can be easily done because each part has a different density. Blood is carefully added to a test tube containing
a medium called Ficoll-Hypaque, as shown in A. After A is processed, the blood separates into the three parts
shown in B. Which of the following statements about the densities of the three parts is correct? A Plasma is
the densest component. B White blood cells are more dense than red blood cells. C Red blood cells are denser
than either white blood cells or plasma. D All blood cells are equally dense. E Red cells are less dense than
whole blood. Which of the following statements describes a discovery that best explains the observation that
the continents rise above the ocean floors? A The continents are smaller than the ocean floors, so the
continents are less dense. B The ocean floors are held down by the density of the water on top of them. C The
continents consist of granite, which is less dense than the rock that forms the ocean floors. D The mantle is
made of very dense rock. Questions 14 and 15 refer to the following information. A person visiting Mexico
was frightened when a snake crossed his path and then turned toward him. The man grabbed a stick and
clubbed the snake. When he was sure the reptile was dead, he sat down and examined it. He made the
following observations. The rings around the body formed the following pattern: The scales were smooth, all
about the same size, and cycloid in shape. No other markings were seen. Later, he found a book about snakes
and used the following key to identify the snake he had killed.
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McGraw-Hill's GED Science Workbook begins with an introduction that explains the content of the Science exam.
Multiple-choice questions provide thorough testing of all aspects of the exam, including life sciences, physical sciences,
earth and space sciences, and interdisciplinary themes.

Start your test prep now with our GED Science practice test. Choose the best answer to each question.
Congratulations - you have completed. Question 1 Genetically modified crops and livestock offer the
possibility of greater yield and food quality, reductions in pesticide use, and higher profits for agricultural
businesses. They are viewed by some as a way to help reduce world hunger by increasing food production and
reducing losses to pests and varying environmental conditions. Each year, industrial agriculture relies more
heavily on genetically modified crops. There are some concerns about our increasing use of genetically
modified crops and livestock, including their safety for human consumption and their effects on the
environment. Based on the passage above, if genetically modified crops were to be banned, what could be the
largest negative impact to humans? A Introduction of new allergens into the food supply B Loss of genetic
diversity in food crops C Decreases in food production worldwide D Increase in the amount of beneficial
insects Question 1 Explanation: The passage indicates that genetically modified crops offer the possibility of
greater crop yield. If genetically modified crops were to be banned, the conclusion is that there would be less
food available. Question 2 Battery companies make impressive claims about how long their batteries will last.
A student decided to test the running time of different batteries to determine which battery lasts the longest.
The student tested 6 different batteries, 4 brand name and 2 generic, using flashlights. The results show that
the battery referred to as Name Brand A lasted the longest, with hours of runtime: It could be argued that this
experiment was not set up using proper experimental protocol. What would need to change in the experiment
for the results to be valid? A The batteries should have all been either name brand or generic B Only two
groups should have been tested at a time C The same battery should have been used in each flashlight D The
same flashlight should have been used to test each battery Question 2 Explanation: In an experiment, only one
variable can be tested. Therefore, the type of flashlight should remain the same for each battery that is being
tested, since the point of the experiment was to test the claims made by battery companies. Question 3 The
square above is based on the eye color of two parents. One of the parents has brown eyes and carries the
recessive gene for green eyes a. What is the probability that a biological child of these parents will have brown
eyes?
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McGraw-Hill Education Science Workbook for the GED Test provides intensive practice in all of the Next Generation
Science Standards topic areas covered by the new test. Drills and exercises reinforce learning and assess your
progress.

This manual has been revised and adapted to the changes of GED. This study program is all you need to
succeed in the five test sections. This book offers two full length practical examination papers with
explanation to why a particular answer is correct or not. We deeply recommend this book as preps for the
exams. The explanation in this book lays emphasis on the 50 most significant skills required to brilliantly
complete the GED Math Exam. This manual, written by two GED experts, gives you everything you need to
out stand. It encompasses practical GED-liked questions and well defined answers. The 50 Math skills are
precisely laid out without being too long and boring. Through analytical testing, questioning, answering,
appraisal and explanation, this manual covers all portions of the GED examination. The attached CD-ROM
offers practical tests that reproduce the exact examination conditions so as to help students get timed practice.
The overall performance of this book is good. We recommend it as part of your GED examination preparation.
The book tackles from problem directly to its source by tutoring the basics of Mathematics in a concise way.
The book touches key areas like Statistics, probability, answer layout, and instructions on how to use the
authorized GED calculator. The practical part covers three near real GED test. Unfortunately, this manual
lacks in some areas; where there is no ample explanation on some topics and confusing explanation on others.
This book emphasizes on graphical representations and offers new topics like earth and space science. We
recommend this book for its originality, modernism and especially for the explanation it gives to why an
answer to a particular question is the correct answer. The GED Science textbook is all you need to attain the
best score in your science test. Language Arts, Writing Steck-Vaughn GED Series Paperback This manual is
the best examination prep companion that every student should dream to have, especially for those who are
uncertain of their potential and outstanding performance. With the help of numerous evaluation tests, one can
spot his strength and weaknesses and knows where to improve. We highly recommend the use of this
workbook for its proximity to the real GED examination. One will definitely benefit from having such a
valuable tutor by ones side. It stresses on the examination guidelines, which will certainly benefit students in
preparation of the social science GED examination. This book is designed in such way to facilitate
assimilation and meant to make one succeed in all the five areas of study of the GED assessment. Through its
visual aids and comprehensive and interesting reading one cannot afford to not succeed. We highly
recommend this useful examination companion. The evaluation of each section and thorough explanation of
useful strategies is the biggest plus of this book. We strongly recommend this textbook for it delivers the
required information so accurately that students learn with ease and without any stress, even though they may
be at the last minute before examination date. This manual offers various practical tests, which can do enough
for GED science students to score high during the time of examination. This is an affordable manual but still
delivers the best guidelines to students. The best of all is that, it highly reflects the reality of examination
questions. One will certainly benefit from having this volume for preparation for GED science exams. This is
an all-inclusive manual, which definitely help students master their lesson and score high during GED exams.
The book is well prepared, easy to understand and its nearness to the real examination-like preparation,
strokes. In conclusion, we highly recommend this book as it delivers the knowledge of its author, a 25 years
experience GED teacher, editor and writer.
4: McGraw-Hill Education
Ideal study guides for a student weak in a particular subject area or sitting for one GED test at a time, these activity
books function as a companion to McGraw-Hill's GED Test titles and McGraw-Hill's GED.
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6 product ratings - McGraw-Hill Education Preparation for the GED Test 2nd Edition, McGraw-Hill Educ $ Trending at $
Trending price is based on prices over last 90 days.

6: McGraw Hill's GED Online
General educational development tests Exercises cover the life sciences, physical sciences, and earth and space
sciences. Announcing the companion workbook series to the GED test series Practice makes perfect with McGraw-Hill's
updated GED Workbook series, which reflects the test guidelines.

7: McGraw-Hill Professional
General educational development tests For the nearly one million North Americans who take the GED exam every year,
readiness is a key ingredient for success. This guide is organized according to the NSES Content Standard, on which
the GED Science exam is based.

8: Contemporary's GED Science
McGraw-Hill My Math (PreK-5) Learning solution that maximizes every moment for all students to progress toward
high-level achievements. Everyday Mathematics (PreK-6).

9: Contemporary's GED Science | GED Practice Test
Covering all four test subject areasâ€•Reasoning Through Language Arts (RLA), Social Studies, Science, and
Mathematical Reasoningâ€•McGraw-Hill Education Preparation for the GED Test gives you.
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